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JANUARY

01
MARY THE MOTHER 

OF GOD SOLEMNITY 

JANUARY

08
BAPTISM OF 

THE LORD 

START THE YEAR WELL
Today might be called “the 
day of many feasts.” It is 
officially the Solemnity of 
Mary, the Mother of God. 
It is the octave day of 
Christmas, the final day in 
the week-long celebration 

of a major feast. Only Christmas and 
Easter in our reformed Calendar have a 
formal octave. Today was also the feast of the 
Circumcision and Naming of Jesus, an event 
recalled in the Gospel: “When the eighth day 
came and the child was to be circumcised, 
they gave him the name Jesus, the name the 
angel had given him before his conception. 
(Lk 2:21). Since 1968, it has been observed 
as the World Day of Prayer for Peace. It is 

also, finally, the first day of the civic New 
Year, at least for those of us who follow the 
Gregorian calendar. 

Jesus was born into an observant Jewish 
family, and Joseph organised his circumcision 
for the eighth day as the Law required, but it 
is the mother who guarantees the Jewishness 
of the family and home. She is responsible 
for the observance of the laws of purity 
food and the cleanliness of the house.Mary 
of Nazareth was an ideal Jewish housewife, 
observing what she had learned from her 
own mother, Saint Anne. Mary is the Mother 
of the Lord: and today we honour her as the 
mother of Jesus, the Jewish man from Galilee. 

Peace is as uncertain in our world today 
as it was when New Year’s Day was marked 
out as a day of prayer for peace in 1968. 

Inaugurating it, Pope Paul said that people 
must always speak of peace and that “the 
world must be educated to love peace, to 
build it up and defend it.” The enemies of 
peace he named are as real today as they 
were almost half a century ago: excessive 
nationalism, the arms race, racial hatred and 
the spirit of revenge, etc. He warned us to 
be wary of an easy pacifism that blots out 
the true meaning of justice, duty or sacrifice 
and to form future generations that peace is 
founded on truth, justice, freedom and love. 
Let us make pray today for world peace.

THE HEAVENS WERE OPENED
The earliest Christians 
were familiar with John 
the Baptist. They knew 
Jesus had come to John 
for baptism. As their 
sense of who Jesus was 
deepened, the question 

why he came to John to be baptised began 
to trouble them. If he was the Son of God 
and the Messiah, why was he baptised by 
John, who was his messenger? He surely did 
not need to repent of sin, did he? 

It is this puzzle that Matthew tries to answer 
in his account of Jesus’ baptism we read in 
this Sunday’s Mass. The first part of this short 
account tries to provide an answer to this 
question. John, Matthew tells us, recognised 
who Jesus was and tried to persuade him that 
their roles should be reversed. If Jesus was 
the one whose coming John was heralding, 
then Jesus should be baptising John. Jesus 
replies that this is a temporary measure. A 
time will come shortly when Jesus will reveal 
through his preaching his role as the one who 
proclaims the kingdom. For the moment, it is 
enough that the two of them set an example 
of righteous behaviour. Righteous is one of 

Matthew’s favourite words. It 
means the kind of attitude and 
behaviour that is required of a 
person who wishes to be faithful 
to God. It has no suggestion 
of self-righteousness or being 
‘holier than thou.’ 

The second part of the account 
tells us what Jesus experienced 
at the baptism. He saw ‘the 
heavens opened’. This phrase 
occurs several times in the Old 
Testament. It often refers to a 
moment of special revelation. 
Ezekiel, for example, saw the 
heavens opened, allowing him a 
glimpse of God’s splendid throne 
(Ezekiel 1:1). Isaiah prayed that 
the heavens would open, so that God might 
show himself to the dwellers of the earth 
(Isaiah 64:1). What Jesus sees is the Spirit 
of God descending on him like a dove. The 
prophet Isaiah looked forward to a day 
when God would pour out his spirit on his 
people like water on thirsty ground (Isaiah 
44:3). That time has arrived when the Spirit 
is poured out on Jesus. Jesus also hears a voice 
of God from heaven that proclaims him as 

God’s Son, the Beloved on whom his favour 
rests. The importance of the baptism for 
Jesus is not that he is cleansed from sin but 
that he recognises his calling as Son of God. 
Remembering the Lord’s baptism reminds 
us also of our own baptism and of our share 
in the Spirit.

Today’s Readings

Nm 6: 22-27   Ps 67: 2-3. 5. 6. 8 (2a)
 Gal 4: 4-7   Luke 2: 16-21

Today’s Readings

Is 42: 1-4. 6-7 or Acts 10: 34-38 
Ps 29: 1-2.3-4.3.9-10:  Matthew 3: 13-17

God’s Word continues on page 46
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THE LAMB OF GOD WHO 
TAKES AWAY THE SINS OF 
THE WORLD
John the Gospel writer 
faced the same problem as 
Matthew: if Jesus was the 
Son of God without sin, 
why was he baptised? John’s 

solution is quite simple: he omits any explicit 
description of the actual baptism but he retains 
an account of the association of Jesus and John. 

John the Baptist says three important things 
about Jesus here. First, he is the Lamb of God that 
takes away the sin of the world. This language 
was inspired by the language of sacrifice in the 
Temple. Two lambs were sacrificed in the temple 
in Jerusalem each day, one in the morning and one 

in the evening. The most important offering of a 
lamb took place at Passover, when the lamb’s blood 
was used to mark the house while its flesh was eaten 
at the Passover meal. John draws many parallels 
between the death of Jesus and the paschal lamb. 
Jesus dies close to evening time, when the lambs 
were being sacrificed in the temple. The soldiers 
do not break the bones of his legs to hasten death: 
it was forbidden to break any of the bones of the 
paschal lamb while it was being prepared. Instead, 
they pierce his side causing blood and water to flow. 
St Paul also calls Jesus the Passover lamb that has 
been sacrificed for us (1 Corinthians 5:7). 

The second important thing he says about 
Jesus is that it was revealed to him that this young 
man from Galilee was the one about whom he 
was preaching even though he did not know him 

beforehand. The third important thing he says 
about Jesus is that he will baptise, not with water, 
but with the Holy Spirit. This means that Jesus will 
plunge us into the depths of God’s life, just as surely 
as John plunged those who came seeking baptism 
into the waters of the Jordan. Plunging a person 
into the depths of God is not something external. 
It opens them to a new depth of relationship with 
God. Later in his Gospel, Jesus will express that in 
even simpler language when he says that he is come 
that we might have life and have it to the full (John 
10:10).

BLESSED ARE THE POOR, THE 
MERCIFUL, THE PEACEMAKERS
Matthew has carefully constructed 
his gospel around the five great 
sermons Jesus preached during his 
mission. Today we begin to read 
the first of them the Sermon on the 
Mount. Matthew probably has more 
of an interest in the symbolic value of the hill than 
its actual location. It was on the mountain of Sinai 
that Moses received the Law from God. Matthew 
is deftly suggesting that Jesus, surrounded by his 
disciples (just as a rabbi would be surrounded by 
his disciples or students) is a kind of new Moses. 

The opening part of the sermon is usually known 
as the Beatitudes. Beatitude means blessed. There 
are nine beatitudes here. Each follows a set form 
– the first part proclaims that certain people are 
blessed (e.g. the poor in spirit, those who hunger 
and thirst for what is right). The second part 
promises them a reward (the kingdom of heaven, 
mercy, to be known as God’s children etc). They fall 
into two sets of four with the final longer beatitude 
on how to respond to persecution standing alone. 
Both the first and the eighth for example, close with 
the promise of the kingdom of heaven to the poor 
in spirit and those who are persecuted in the cause 
of right while the fourth and the eight are linked 
to each other in their reference to righteousness 

or justice (those who hunger and thirst for justice, 
those who are persecuted in the cause of justice).   

The Beatitudes of Jesus do not simply repeat the 
blessings of the Old Testament. The Old Testament 
praised in a beatitude those who were kind to the 
poor, “happy are those who are kind to the poor” 
(Pro 14:21), for example but it would never have 
considered poverty a blessing. The beatitudes of 
Jesus, however, show that God is on the side of 
the weak and the outcast. To live by the beatitudes 

requires a strong commitment to justice and a 
temperament that does not flinch in the presence 
of persecution. It is only possible to live such a life if 
one’s hopes are set on the coming of the kingdom 
of heaven which will overturn the structures that 
oppress the poor.

Today’s Readings

Is 8: 23–9: 3 Ps 27: 1. 4. 13-14(1a) 
1Cor 1: 10-13. 17   Matthew 4: 12-23

Today’s Readings

Is 49: 3. 5-6   Ps 40: 2. 4. 7-8. 8-9. 10 
1Cor 1: 1-3   John 1: 29-34

GOD’S WORD THIS SEASON

Sermon on the Mount by Carl Heinrich Bloch (1834–1890)
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ACROSS
1. Abilities acquired through training and 
practice. (6)
5. The largest Internet based retailer. (6)
10. Doomed ship of exceptional size. (7)
11. Country contained within South Africa. (7)
12. Prolonged dull pain. (4)
13. The first Pope. (5)
15. He wrote the shortest books in the 
Bible. (4)
17. Strike lightly with the water device. (3)
19. First canine vertically. (3,3)
21. The act of being dishonest by using a 
trick, (6)
22. Long coatlike garments. (7)
23. Buildings occupied by a community of 
monks or nuns. (6)
25. Hair of a reddish-brown colour. (6)
28. Give and unofficial name or nickname 
to. (3)
30. City founded by Romulus. (4)
31. Sheet of paper folded once to make 
two leaves. (5)
32. Pipe that conveys a substance. (4)
35. The principal Latin version of the 
Bible. (7)
36. Hairy. (7)
37. Academy Awards. (6)
38. Tropical fruit shaped like an elongated 
melon. (6)

DOWN
2. Spicy sauce made from tomatoes and 
vinegar. (7)
3. A ring or loop in a chain. (4)
4. Not meant to be known by others. (6)
5. In the arms of Morpheus. (6)
6. Part of a church that is shaped like a half 
circle. (4)
7. The way a thing results. (7)
8. Narrow passage connecting two seas. (6)
9. A poem of fourteen lines. (6)
14. Showing sensitivity in dealing with 
others. (7)
16. City with the greatest population.. (5)
18. The most mentioned person in the Bible. 
(5)
20. One of the states of matter. (3)
21. Hereditary material in humans. (3)
23. Reach a place at the end of a journey. (6)
24. Moves or acts in an awkward manner. (7)
26. Oriental Republic of South America. (7)
27. Play a football through the legs of an 
opponent. (6)
28. Pegs used as fasteners. (6)
29. A senior member of the Christian clergy. 
(6)
33. A long story of heroic achievement. (4)
34. Pole used as a temporary support. (4)

SALT AND LIGHT
The key to today’s Gospel is the two sayings 
comparing the disciples to salt and light. Both 
begin with the words ‘you are...’ and then draw 
out lessons from these two natural elements. Salt 
was an essential commodity for life. In days before 
refrigeration, it was used to preserve food or to add 
flavour. Salt was also an important item of trade in 

the ancient world. The Dead Sea in Palestine was rich in minerals, 
including salt, but it was not always of the highest quality because 
of the presence of less wholesome minerals. Salt does not easily lose 
its flavour, but when it becomes damp, it may be difficult to use. 
When that happens, there is nothing else to do but throw it away. 
Disciples are to become ‘salt of the earth’: the word earth should be 
understood here in its general sense of the world.  By their way of 
life, especially one modelled on the beatitudes we read last week, 
they will impart flavour to the world and preserve it from going bad. 

Disciples are also called to be light to the world. Towns in the ancient 
world were built on top of hills when possible for defensive purposes. 
It gave the defenders a better view, and the slope posed a challenge 
to the invading army. A town on a hill side, even if protected by a 
wall, could not be hidden from view. In the same way, the life-style 
of the disciples of Jesus should mark them out as different. The short 
parable-like saying about what people do when they light a lamp 
develops the same theme. Lamps are intended to give light: it would 
be foolish to light a lamp and then hide it under a bucket: that was 
fine if there was danger the house might be burgled. The light Jesus’ 
disciple will shed on the world comes from their good deeds. 

One of the characters in The Diary of a Country Priest by the 
French writer George Bernanos complains:  ‘The gospel is meant to 
be the light of the world. We have turned it into a bed-side lamp for 
Christians.’ How clearly do our good deeds cause the light to shine?

Today’s Readings

Is 58: 7-10   Ps 112: 4-5.6-7.8-9  1 Cor 2: 1-5  Matthew 5: 13-16
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Entry Form for Crossword No.10, December 2016

THE REALITY CROSSWORD 
NUMBER 10, DECEMBER 2016
SOLUTIONS CROSSWORD No. 8
ACROSS: Across: 1. Zodiac, 5. Theory, 10. Crimean, 11. Rosetta, 12. Loaf, 13. Judas, 15. Half, 17. Sod, 
19. Spinal, 21. Goatee, 22. Templar, 23. Bonsai, 25. Parcel, 28. Dim, 30. Asia, 31. Janus, 32. Long, 
35. Slogans, 36. Erosion, 37. Gideon, 38. Mentor.
DOWN: 2. Origami, 3. Idea, 4. Census, 5. Thread, 6. East, 7. Retract, 8. Sculls, 9. Baffle, 14. Dolphin, 
16. Satan, 18. Coral, 20. Lei, 21. Gap, 23. Braise, 24. Nairobi, 26. Chorizo, 27. Legend, 28. Damson, 
29. Museum, 33. Lace, 34. John.

Winner of Crossword No. 8 Ms. A Quinn, 68 South Circular Road, Dublin 8

Sunset over the Dead Sea


